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Focal Raynaud’s phenomenon of the 5th digit related to iPad
reading posture
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Raynaud’s phenomenon is usually associated with systemic
disease or found to be idiopathic, but also can occur in the
setting of vascular or nerve compression due to mechanical
compression from occupational conditions [1]. While typical-
ly involving multiple digits, Raynaud’s can occur in a single
digit either at the onset of systemic disease or due to local
injury. We are not aware of any descriptions, however, of
Raynaud’s phenomenon isolated to the fifth digit due to use
of a tablet-style computer or reader.

The subject was a 59-year-old healthy white female with-
out prior Raynaud’s phenomenon or any systemic diseases or
known occupational conditions associated with Raynaud’s
phenomenon. Her only medication was aspirin 81 mg daily.
She used an iPad continuously throughout the day for both
occupational and recreational activities. Her favored position
for reading and game interaction on the iPad used the thumb
of the left hand as a vertical stabilizer while the weight of the
iPad (1.5 lbs) rested on the radial surface of the fifth digit just
proximal to the distal interphalangeal joint (DIP).

One day, without any obvious inciting cause, at an ambient
temperature of 61 °F, she had a sudden onset of blue discol-
oration of the fifth digit of the right hand just proximal to the
DIP. The discoloration advanced distally and proximally to the
base of the finger. The region distal to the DIP blanched pale
white and became numb. Placing the finger in cold water was
painful, extended the pallor, and increased the numbness. Five
minutes later, placing the finger in warm water for approxi-
mately 5 min reversed the pallor and ameliorated the more
proximal bluish discoloration. Over the course of the next
several days, the episode recurred in a manner virtually iden-
tical to the first but each time responded promptly to placing
the finger in warm water. Upon cessation of the preferred iPad

reading posture, the episodes ceased spontaneously after
8 days and have not recurred.

This case raises the possibility of a compressive
arteriopathy or neuropathy resulting from a particular reading
hand posture with the iPad. In the absence of any systemic or
other local condition associated with Raynaud’s phenomenon,
it is possible that this subject’s Raynaud’s phenomenon was
due to local compression by the hard and narrow edge of the
iPad (see Figure 1). Casual observation of other subjects using
iPad’s and other digital tablets reveals that this is a common
posture for reading or watching movies. Given the apparent
prevalence of this hand posture with digital tablets, additional
instances can be anticipated. Awareness of the condition may
spare unnecessary evaluations for systemic disease. A change
in the handheld posture, use of a padded tablet case or appro-
priate cushioning should correct the condition.
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Fig. 1 Typical reading posture of the patient showing the edge of the
iPad resting on the medial surface of the middle phalanx of the little
finger with potential compression of both the digital artery and nerve
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